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Tate Lake Enterprises. Paperback. Condition: New. 246 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.For
untold eons, the benevolent Sentient Plants of the Green World thrived in a civilization free of strife,
hunger, and war. Their ancient culture devised a system of control over their environs through a
great neural network, creating an immortal consciousness. With their planet facing destruction by a
massive comet, the benevolent Sentient Plants embark on a last ditch effort to send genetic
emissaries to all corners of the galaxy in the hopes of saving their ancient race by intersecting
another water planet. Their gamble pays off. Two of the millions sent forth into the depths of
interstellar space vector into the orbit of the Blue Planet Earth, while all the others are doomed to a
frozen, lonely existence, lost in the darkness of deep space. But the new arrivals on Earth are no
longer the benevolent Sentient Plants blasted from their home world millions of years beforethey
have been transformed into evil by their long exposure to cosmic rays. The invaders become even
more evil when forced to combine their genetic material with the savage DNA of Earth in their
efforts to control the wild Blue...
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It in a single of my personal favorite pdf. It really is writter in basic words instead of hard to understand. Your daily life period will be transform as soon as
you complete looking over this pdf.
-- V ena  Sa uer  DDS-- V ena  Sa uer  DDS

Simply no words to spell out. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. You will not really feel monotony at at any moment of your own
time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dr . Isa bella  Tur ner-- Dr . Isa bella  Tur ner
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